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This email is for our PRC faculty, researchers, and students. 
 

  

 Dear Phil 
 
 
Congratulations to Dr. Ligrani and his undergraduate team on their recent article 
regarding their wind tunnel research.  Written by James Steele, it illustrates how we 
mentor students at the UAH  Propulsion Research Center 
 
 Undergraduates  Daniel Corey, Andrew Miller and Benjamin Shea are featured.  
Congratulations to Dr. Ligrani and his team! 
 
Link to the Article  
 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Dr. Frederick 

Director, UAH Propulsion Research Center 

 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MZJNFpmxSl9qBVv0tLWZDRqv5k0a-7gCCJtiEZhwdnYk8x66fJW7P6e2a5pmn7_crqaF_r34WKuM_GoBD5BEVcptUI93uGekIeSfJAI6ssWT-3CkDYfMLa7o7P5BiNYKH3R1lPNk8rApmJlAwaH8UP6rlio916VQ&c=WNN_22v4E-owQJJjg4gzL7aGjjFiRw6NbV-Po_twkH_OpTydr-ShaA==&ch=L68ug9Zre0i-_hVdd461vkjvxdOesDPJpHlOgJoWOv5tu6_UcbwKiQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MZJNFpmxSl9qBVv0tLWZDRqv5k0a-7gCCJtiEZhwdnYk8x66fJW7PyV9BL0BAHZguVd4zlO5K6HAhT9-wt9ZxXPcl2grXU_H9Hy_LjVKbK75p2nINxWiBInSNmWTU1iqCzeXlVH1_ZEWcCnw5neJwwSsJAV4keg3Yt9IV-yla0g=&c=WNN_22v4E-owQJJjg4gzL7aGjjFiRw6NbV-Po_twkH_OpTydr-ShaA==&ch=L68ug9Zre0i-_hVdd461vkjvxdOesDPJpHlOgJoWOv5tu6_UcbwKiQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MZJNFpmxSl9qBVv0tLWZDRqv5k0a-7gCCJtiEZhwdnYk8x66fJW7P6o8bCichABEY3zUbDuWFcozq4rUSHB1mNSyi5C1kPpbOi8FSnqOuFpjR2580_wqQFoV-2YqMRxbBS8EcpCSc4H-63rO_Neg2OoJLQOroz8z6hWQMOx6SATX9JN9pWRyLSRw3TKqwsMHeVRb6CrYVeaUTu_SnFeiAAj18w0CO6JQ5Uzp4Y_4aGCkC-TTQ4A9-71d9wo1JF0b_syxJYYzwyLj8BNpEKcoYg==&c=WNN_22v4E-owQJJjg4gzL7aGjjFiRw6NbV-Po_twkH_OpTydr-ShaA==&ch=L68ug9Zre0i-_hVdd461vkjvxdOesDPJpHlOgJoWOv5tu6_UcbwKiQ==
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Building wind tunnel is hands-
on experience for three 
undergrads 
NOV 16, 2016 | Jim Steele 

David Goodman | UAH  

Three engineering undergraduates are leaving behind a legacy for future students 
with their work on the design, construction and testing of a $2 million wind tunnel at 
The University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH). 

Daniel Corey, Andrew Miller and Benjamin Shea say the opportunity to work on 
UAH’s SuperSonic/TranSonic/WindTunnel offered to them by Dr. Phillip Ligrani, an 
eminent scholar in propulsion and a professor of mechanical and aerospace 
engineering, as well as the project’s principal investigator, has influenced their 
careers as students and will influence their work world careers, as well. 

The tunnel is in the Air Breathing Test Cell at UAH’s Johnson Research Center and 
makes UAH one of an elite handful of universities nationwide with such capabilities. 
It has passed testing at a test bed speed of Mach 1.6 and is being outfitted to reach 
Mach 3. Test applications include supersonic engine intakes, scramjets and hybrid 
space vehicles and components. 

"A lot of the time I’ll hear people from other schools I know talking about how they 
have a job at Wendy’s or McDonald’s or whatever, and I have a job on a supersonic 
wind tunnel. Here’s a picture of a shock wave I made last Tuesday. So that’s just 
really awesome," says Corey, a sophomore mechanical engineering major. "At the 

career fair this past fall, I was talking to various employers about maybe getting an 
internship next summer, and this obviously looks really good for any sort of 
engineering work because it’s relevant to my degree and to what I might be doing 
at their company." 

A lot of the time I’ll hear people from other schools I know talking about how 
they have a job at Wendy’s or McDonald’s or whatever, and I have a job on a 
supersonic wind tunnel. 

Daniel Corey 
Sophomore 
Mechanical engineering  
The experience has been very cool, says Miller. 

http://www.uah.edu/omc/staff/writers/jim-steele
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"I’m really glad I got this opportunity because not a lot of people can say that they 
worked on a supersonic wind tunnel as an undergraduate," he says. "I think it’s going 
to contribute a lot to my future career and it’s really been a unique experience." 

The quality of the project attracts Shea. 

"The neat thing is it really gives me the opportunity to bring in what I’ve been 
learning through the engineering course work and apply it in the lab," he says. "It’s a 
different environment than the classroom and it’s an environment where the student is 
the one given the reins in terms of what to do and how to approach solving various 
problems and finding solutions to those problems, whereas Dr. Ligrani, the advisor, is 
there to offer that guidance and point us in the right direction. 

"It’s neat in that way to be able to have some responsibility and know that you’re 
making decisions that are going to affect the long-term longevity of the project." 

Dr. Ligrani’s thermodynamics class was the common starting point for the trio. Each 
either reached out to Dr. Ligrani or was contacted by him about the wind tunnel. 

"It was just kind of starting out at the time. It sounded like the project was definitely 
interesting to me and that’s how I first got involved," Shea says. "I’ve been with the 
project since January now." 

Dr. Ligrani says he looks for individuals who are doing well in the course, especially 
individuals who are quick to learn and quick to grasp important concepts. 
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Andrew Miller, Benjamin Shea and Daniel Corey in front of UAH’s 
SuperSonic/TranSonic/WindTunnel in Johnson Research Center. 

Michael Mercier | UAH 

"Another characteristic that is valued is a creative mind and the ability to see beyond 
the technical ideas, and to consider the creative aspects to engineering and 
engineering research," he says. "Lastly, I seek students who are excited about the 
prospect of learning new things, doing research in new areas, and are fascinated by 
the prospect of doing something that they have never done before. I look for 
individuals who are excited by the prospect of generating new knowledge and 
obtaining new understanding in a particular subject area." 

Overall, Dr. Ligrani says he seeks intelligent, and ambitious individuals who are 
excited about scientific and engineering research. 

"Hopefully such interest gives an individual direction and motivation to strive for 
outstanding accomplishments," he says. "A key ingredient is trust in their mentor's 
ability to guide them. Also important is the creation of a supportive and nurturing 
environment for learning, and confidence by each individual that they will grow 
academically and intellectually as interactions continue." 

Faculty reaching out to students interested in research is common at UAH, says Dave 
Cook, coordinator of student research programs for UAH's Office of Academic 
Affairs. 

"Many faculty and research staff at UAH started their interest and activities in 
research as undergraduates. They had an opportunity to be mentored by one of their 
professors, who might have had a powerful impact on their life or career decision," 
Cook says. "They also know that given a deserved opportunity, a student can rise to 
levels they might themselves have never thought possible. So, I think our faculty and 
researchers have a generous spirit of giving back, and of nurturing the next 
generation of great minds." 

The undergraduate members of the larger wind tunnel team all have contributed to its 
design, construction and operation in their areas of expertise. 

"Daniel is really good with electronics, wiring and circuitry and he helped put our 
control panel together," Shea says. "Myself, I’ve been looking into writing an Honors 
thesis this fall, and so I tend to be on the research side if you look at it that way, as far 
as looking at papers and such regarding the data that we’re going to collect. Andrew 
has been helping out with the Schlieren system, our visualization of the flow. Other 
than that, there are odd jobs that come up all around when we’re working in the lab 
that we all contribute to." 
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Corey has primarily focused on the electronics and wiring of the pressure control 
instrumentation. 

"We have all this air coming in from the tank, and all of that has to be regulated by a 
valve that’s adjusting its position, so as air drains from the tank it lets more air 
through, so you maintain a constant pressure upstream of the test section so you have 
steady conditions within the test section," Corey says. "And then also, on the test 
section itself, we have a bunch of pressure sensors – they’re called pressure 
transducers – that are measuring the air pressure at various points, and from that we 
can calculate how fast the air is moving and see what else is going in the test section. 
We use that in conjunction with the Schlieren system, which is a little more 
qualitative, to see what’s going on and measure things." 

The Schlieren photography system allows researchers to see what is happening with 
airflow inside the test chamber. 

"What that does is refracts the light through the pressure gradient so more dense air 
becomes darker, so we can see the shock wave and visualize the flow through the test 
section," says Miller. "I’ve been doing a lot of work over the summer with our 
Schlieren system and I’ve been doing a lot of odd jobs recently. There’s been a lot of 
design work in the past month or so, and we’ve all been contributing to that." 

It has taken the talents of the entire team to get the wind tunnel designed, constructed 
and tested so far. And there is still more to come, as the team scales up to Mach 3 by 
plumbing together four 14-foot-long former rocket fuel tanks donated by the U.S. Air 
Force's Arnold Engineering Development Center in Manchester, Tenn. and a new 
compressor. Along with a fifth tank, the system will provide 50 cubic meters of 
compressed air storage at supply pressures up to 2,500 pounds per square inch. 

"One thing I’ve learned is that definitely when it comes to an environment like this – 
working in the lab – a team effort is really something that’s critical to doing a job 
well done, just because there’s so many different factors that come into play with a 
project like this," Shea says. 

"There’s a lot of heavy machinery, these plenums weigh tons or upwards of multiple 
thousands of pounds and so it’s not like you’re going to be moving any of this stuff 
by yourself," he says. "The team environment is very important also when it comes to 
back-checking on various research that we’re doing to improve and better the current 
system setup." 


